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Using a modern approach and low-cost digital technology, we can reduce risks associated with coolant use and better identify root cause issues to 

improve machine, operator, and process health. 

The traditional approach to using and managing coolants equates to, as a conservative estimation, 20% of production costs, not to mention the 

ongoing health exposure risks to operators. Traditional monitoring methods do not do enough to negate these risks. 

The BEIcLEAN Sensing System is easy to use, affordable for the smallest of SME’s and cost effective for the largest OEM and reduces wasted time, cost 

and risk and improves process monitoring and control.  

Hover over an orange box to learn 

more on the scalable solutions 

available 
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Understand coolant pump 
performance, energy 

consumption and efficiency 

Monitor conditions in the 
Filter or Conveyor Tank 

The BEIcLEAN Sensing System is modular and can be scaled to suit individual application needs. This advanced 

solution produces new data and greater insight into how to improve on the standard approach of only monitoring 

%, pH and bug growth. 

On machine monitoring for mist exposure risk 

General environment 
monitoring for risk 

exposure 

Web App reporting platform
Sticky Note
Web App reporting platform.Secure data presentation through Microsoft Azure.Combined with Email Alerts enables real-time viewing and response to breaches for proactive management. The Web App also allows manual input of %, pH and bug check data etc

External Filtration System
Sticky Note
No matter the claims of how effective a filtration system may be, it is still a mechanical device and subject to inefficiencies. Therefore understanding operating Temperature, Hydrogen Sulphide levels and Humidity are important to understand bacterial growth and health risks.

External Coolant Chiller
Sticky Note
Chillers are habitually run and consume significant amounts of electricity. Monitoring performance of the Chiller can provide more detail insight and help reduce operating costs, improve performance and help identify early signs of failure.

Coolant Delivery Pumps
Sticky Note
Understand coolant delivery pump performance, running time and operating costs. Option to combine with 'LEV' and 'MIST' sensors to better manage the risk of exposure from coolant mist

Coolant Delivery Pumps
Sticky Note
Understand coolant delivery pump performance, running time and operating costs. Option to combine with 'LEV' and 'MIST' sensors to better manage the risk of exposure from coolant mist.

General Workplace Exposure
Sticky Note
The Operator Environment module monitors the general work environment for exposure risks to Particulates, VOC, Respiratory Irritants and Hydrogen Sulphide gases as well as noise levels, temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure.

Mist Exposure
Sticky Note
On machine monitoring to understand exposure risk from coolant mist and the relationship with machine door opening / closing

Conveyor Tank
Sticky Note
Understand the environment in the coolant Conveyor Tank. Monitoring temperature, Hydrogen Sulphide levels and Humidity to understand bacterial growth and health risks. Also proactively monitor coolant levels and option to integrate with Coolant ATU for automated coolant top up

Multi-Spindle Monitoring
Sticky Note
Monitoring spindle 'on-time' and power consumption of the spindle motor gives insight into productivity and efficiency. 

Mist Extractor
Sticky Note
Greater insight into Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) performance beyond annual service interventions. Monitors run-time and energy consumption and the dwell time before machine door opening. Coming soon - monitor 'airflow' to help maintain filtration performance. 

Conveyor Belt Chain
Sticky Note
Coming soon - Monitor Conveyor Chain wear for proactive maintenance interventions. Whether traditional  'Scraper' or 'Hinge' type swarf conveyors chains wear causing maintenance issues and usually unplanned downtime.

Automate Coolant Top
Sticky Note
Add the Coolant ATU (Automatic Top Up) Module to a Dosatron Mixer and integrate with the Conveyor Tank Module to better control coolant level.

Automate reordering 
Sticky Note
Coming soon - Monitor coolant 'concentrate' level in the Barrel. Send email alerts to suppliers to automate the reordering process.

Control and monitor water quality
Sticky Note
Coming soon - Monitor incoming water quality and install an in-line water treatment system to maintain water quality for coolant mixing.

BEIcLEAN Sensor
Sticky Note
Accepted set by BEIcLEAN Sensor

BEIcLEAN Sensor
Sticky Note
Accepted set by BEIcLEAN Sensor

BEIcLEAN Sensor
Sticky Note
Completed set by BEIcLEAN Sensor




